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On a Solution of a ^-Difference Analogue of
Laurieella's D-Type Hypergeometric Equation
with \q\ = 1
By

Michitomo NlSHIZAWA*

Abstract
By using the double sine function, an integral solution of a (/-difference analogue of Laurieella's
£>-type hypergeometric equation is constructed in the case when |#| = 1. Furthermore, its contiguity
operators are considered

§ 1. Introduction
g- Analysis with > g | = l is important for the studies on the XXZ model in the
gapless regime [8], on the massive field theory [10], [18] and on a
representation theory of the quantum group SLq (2, R) [12] . However, it is not
satisfactorily explored yet from the viewpoint of the theory of ^-special
functions.
In [15], the author and K. Ueno presented a method of ^-analysis with
\q\— 1. By using Kurokawa's double sine function in place of the ^-shifted
factorial, they proved that the Euler type integral makes sense and that it gives
a solution of a ^-difference analogue of Gauss' hypergeometric equation under
some conditions on parameters.
In this paper, we apply this method to a ^-difference analogue of
Laurieella's D~type hypergeometric equation (We call it "Laurieella's q-HGE" in
this paper.), which is a system of ^-difference equations of complex ^-variables
Z '.= (zi, 22, '" Zn) '•

{{l-cq-lTq} (l-Tq>z) -2j(l-aTq) (l-bjTq>2)}f(z) -0,

(/ = !, 2,
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where a, bj (j: = 1, 2, ••• n) and c are complex parameters, Tq,Zk is a ^-shift
operator acting on zk and Tq := Tq,ZlTq,Zz°*°Tq,zn. This equation was discussed by
Noumi [16] in his studies on the quantum Grassmanian.
In the case when |#|<1, the equation (l) has a solution <f>o(z) =$D(ZI, £2,
•••Zn) represented by Jackson integral.

(9}

fh ( } — fh I a'

\

^1 ^2 '" ^n

•

c

I

I
» dqt

B(a,c-a',q)
where B(x, y; q) is the ^-beta function (see [6].) and (x)™ := nf=i(l~~x^)We investigate a solution of (1) with \q\ = 1. In the similar way to the case
of a ^-analogue of Gauss' hypergeometric equation [15], we construct an
integral solution of the equation in which multiplicative variables of (1) are
transformed to the additive variables.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give the definition of a
certain function, which plays the role of the ^-shifted factorials, and recall its
basic properties. We remark that similar function has been defined by Faddeev
[3] and Ruijsenaars [17]. In Section 3, We define a function WD(x] by using
integration of the Euler type and we show that WD (x) gives a solution of
Lauricella's g~HGE with |<?| = 1. In Section 4, we consider contiguity operators
acting on WD(X) . In the case when |g|<l, contiguous relations are studied on for
various hypergeometric ^-difference systems [2], [7], [13], [14], [16]. In the
case when | # i = l , we can also obtain contiguity operators in the same way as
Noumi's result [16]. However, the relation between them and the
representations of Uq (gl (m)) is not fully understood because we have to impose
some conditions on parameters in order that this integral representation makes
sense.

The author expresses his deep gratitude to Professor Michio Jimbo,
Professor S. N. M. Ruijsenaars for kindly sending their preprints, to Professor
Kimio Ueno for his encouragement and to a referee for his valuable comments.

§ 2o Kerokawa9B Double

Fraction
with \q\ = l"

a

In this section, we give definitions of the functions (z), F(z), and B (z), which
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are important in the following argument. They play the roles of the ^-shifted
factorials, of the #-gamma function and of the #~beta function respectively in the
case when |g|=l. For this end, we introduce Kurokawa's double sine function
Sz(z\a)i, CD*) [9].
For & '= (o>i, a)2) ^ C2 we define £2 (s, z\ai), F2 (z\a>) and

Definition 2.1.
S 2 U|o>) by

:=

V

It is known that the double sine function satisfies the functional relation
(^}

Sz(z+ct)i\a>)
S

'U»)

=

I
2sin^'
O)2

By using this function, we can construct a "<?-shifted factorial with |^|=1". We
suppose that q = e2*ta) (0 < a) < 1, a) $ Q), i.e. |g | = 1 and ^ is not a root of unity.
From now on, we take such a branch of logarithm that log q = 2ma).
Definition 2,2.

We define <*>, f ( z ) and B(Z) by

D/ b)
t X -B(a,
— o / b\
. q)\ .__
B(a,
.- r(a
~
These functions have the following properties:
Lemma 2o3o

(1) (z) and F(z) satisfy functional equatiaiis

j r ( z } , fd)=i.
(2)

(0) feos simple poles
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and simple zeros
z

(3) As |z| —^°° within a sector not containing the real axis, (z) has an asymptotic
behavior
exp[-7ri*+0(l)]
3<r<0.
This lemma follows from results of the papers [8] , [19] .

§ 30 Construction of a Solution
In this section, we construct an integral solution of Lauricella's q-RGE with
1 by using the functions defined in the previous section.
First, we define an integrand <^D(S, x] of the integral.
lition 3 0 lo For x— (xi, X2, °°° xn) ^Cn and a, b} (j — 1, 2, ••• n),

(

t ,

,

fl-j Oi 02, °" On

c

\\

: s, x ; q I
I

:-a> J_A <s+x t )

'

By means of Lemma 2.3, we see that 0/>(s, x) has simple poles at
S=~

1JL
i
2
i T - W i H -- ,

5= — Xfc —

,

,

s=a— c-hwH— -, s 1 ^— Xfc+ftiH— ~,

(5)

(wi, m2 e Z>o,

HI, n 2 e Z< n , fe = l, 2, o< ° w)

and that
as
(6)

^Ux)^-

for x in a bounded domain on Cn.
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We, now, integrate </>D (s, x} along a contour on the s-plane. In order that
the integral makes sense, we impose the following conditions on the parameters
a, bj(j = l, 2, ••• n) and c:
Conditions on parameters:

We assume that

(7)

a-f£Z>0

(8)

6,£Z< 0

(9)

yia>

for / = !, 2, - n

Under these conditions, we can define the Euler integral WD (x) . Let us
denote by K any bounded domain in the region {x^Cn V:r,3=Z<o}.
Definition 3*2. Suppose that a, bj and c satisfy
define WD(x) by

(10)

(7) — (9) then, for x^K, we

VD(x) =

~(
B(a, c—a) J-t°°

,

where the contour (cf. Fig.l) lies on the right of the poles
s=a~
and on the left of the poles
s= — l + w i + —y-, (mi,

Thanks to the condition (7), (8) and (9) , we can see that the integral (10)
converges uniformly and defines an analytic function of x.
Next, we prove that WD (x) is a solution of the system of difference
equations which is obtained by transforming the multiplicative variables of
Lauricella's g-HGE(l) to the additive variables.
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Figure 1: Contour of the integral f/>(r)
Let us introduce some notations on difference operators. We define TX] by a
usual difference operator acting on Xj i.e.
(TX)f)

(Xi, X2, "° Xn)

:

=/Gri, •'• Xj-i,

Xj+1,

Xj+i, ••'

Xn),

and define T and T>& by
(11)

T:= TxlTX2-TXn,

T>k:= TXk+1~°TXn.

Then, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3<,3«

WD (x) satisfies the following system of difference equations:

(12)

O' = l,

Proof.

First, we prove the formula

(s+c-a}
q

S X>i

'

- '^

^ —>-*l~ '^ ds

(s+c-a-l)
!*i

It can be shown as follows: We note that the both side of (13) converges
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because of Condition (9). By Chauchy's theorem, we can see that
JCR

(s+c—a)

(s+Xj)

*A

(s+xi)

where CR is a cycle defined by Fig. 2.
From (6), it follows that the integral from +iR to +iR + \ and the integral
from —iR to —iR + 1 vanish as R—>0°. Thus, we can see that

/:

.
ds

(s+c-a)

i*j

i*j

-xk x ^

-**• —&fc(^

x } -xk+l

/

~ xk~ bk+1

I

Ox)

a —c <

-iR

)

x

J a — c+l

-iR+l

Figure 2: Cycle CR
So, we have proved (13). By using this formula, we have
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' d,s

(s+c-a)

I*)

/
ds

S(c, c— a)

B(a, c—a)
as

(s

Similarly, we can see that
qx'(l-<]ttT}(l-ql"Tx)¥D

_
B(a,c-a)

a-l>

(s+x,)
!*J

Thus, the first formula is proved.
The second formula follows from straightforward calculation. We can see
that

B(a,c-a)
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§ 4. Contiguity Operators Acting on WD (r)
In this section, we give contiguity operators acting on WD (x) . They are
obtained by replacing #-shift operators in Noumi's operator [16] by addititive
shift operators. However, in order to make the integral (12) converge, we have
to impose the condition (16) .
We use the same notation as [16] . Let us put

where x '• = (x4, x$, m"xm) is complex m — 3 variables and A '•= Ui, Az, '"Am)
CM is a set of complex parameters satisfying

(14)

(15)

w^:

We define contiguity oprators by

1.2 --T-^-T {(l-^+x'+1T>3) -

2 , 3 -—
—

T
q2

A

£3,4 : = ~rli
-

q-2-g 2

£3,2 • =

~^
"
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T>k are defined in (11). Formally, these operators generate a
representation of Uq (gl (m) ) . We can see that the following proposition holds:
Proposition 4.1.

Operetors E,,i+i and Ej+u act on F(A, x) as follows:

, x) =?4«'+« Wj+llFU+Oz. x),
u +1)

-A —
,4^PC;U, z;
-?,-,~T
2 '

3

w
rrfJH
/y3l

""

-a2, x),

x) =

and

y >+i
a/:- (0,0, -1, -1,0. -, 0).

Proof. These formulas can be proved through straightforward calculation.
For example, we prove the first formula and the fifth formula. By the same
argument as (13), we can see that
(16)

(l-^^3+1)T

\S/

Ijl

\<J

'

«/^/C

f^K/

i

1
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*=4

On the other hand, noting that

-1

x

we have

(17)

£

+l>

fc
n^S^Sr**

Therefore, from (16) and (17), it follows that

4-100

A

($'
&=4

Next, we prove the fifth formula. It is easily seen that

u,+2). (5+1) o

<*+^ 11
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Furthermore, by using the formula
(s+Zk)

1—0-**

(s+Zk)

l—q~*k

we obtain that

1

/=4

Noting that
n
_\

/

5 —5 _1_; J_ 3 _J_0
'*A
' ^ 1 ' ^2 ' ^* 3 ' "»

we have
tt

7,0

—Zi — 2;^-i+i^r f 1

T1

\ T^

T^1 / "3

'(1 — T t ) T > j f c F ( X ; ^)

\

Thus, we can see that
, x)

n

(s+Zk
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3 -4-1
2 4-i /la
>1

§ 5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we construct an integral solution of Lauricella's q-RGE with
| # | — 1 . Formally, it looks similar to the solution with |#|<1. However, some
analytic aspects of the case when \q \ — 1 are quite different from of the case
when \q\ < I because of properties of (z).
For this reason, some important problems about hypergeometric
4-difference systems with \q\ = 1 are left unclear. For example,
(1) The structure of the solution space are not known yet.
(2) The counterparts of the identities of basic hypergeometric series are not
found at present.
These remain to be solved in the future.
More generally, from the functional equation (3), it is natural to construct
2-parameter difference analogue of hypergeometric systems by using Oh-shift
and o>2~shift. Are they related with algebraic structure like elliptic quantum
groups [4], [5] or like multiparameter quantum groups [11] ? It would be a
challanging problem to answer this question.
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